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Basic problem of neuroscience and brain research:
   --- Brain sciences lack a unifying mathematical theory of brain function, 

        theories for individual faculties are not available either.

Innovative answers from neuroscientists:
   --- Generative modelling framework has been widely adopted to explore mathematical

        principles in a data-driven manner: generative models are probabilistic models 

        that assume that observations are a result of a (nonlinear) combination of latent factors

       that correspond to relevant quantities (e.g. physical measures);

   --- Neuroscience has adopted an open-ended approach to learn about the mathematical

       principles by constraining them with an ever-more-complex approach to data: 

        instead of constraining data to more-and-more controlled settings, rich and 

        little-constrained data is flexibly interpreted with AI-borrowed deep generative models;

   --- Diffusion models, variational autoencoders, contrastive learning methods provide 

        a spectrum of opportunities to integrate complex nonlinear generative models 

        with physical intuitions as inductive biases, or generalize interpretations across 

        existing experiments, as well as to new experiments. 



Basic problem of HEP research:
   --- A unified mathematical theory (Standard Model) describes experimental data

        with high precision, but we do not understand the origin of the „free parameters”

        and do not see hints for Beyond SM phenomena – although numerous candidates

        exist to become the winner mathematical model.

Basic problems of Nuclear Physics research:
   --- The World of strongly interacting many-body systems is very rich, 

        no unified mathematical theory describes experimental data with reasonable precision;

   --- Numerous phenomenological description has been invented,

        but the connection between these models are weak in many cases. 

 

Basic problems of Astroparticle (and Astro)Physics: 
   --- Enormous amount of data arrive from the new instruments (telescopes, detectors) 

        and the understanding of these data is focusing into a very narrow target direction;

   --- On the other hand the usual expectation is to understand the multimessenger data

        in a unified frame, answering basic questions about the investigated objects;

   --- Numerous phenomenological description has been invented,

        but the connection between these models and connection to HEP is not well established

        (see e.g. the problem of „dark matter” and „dark energy”). 



How does Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning could help?

      (What could we learn from neuroscientists?)

   --- Probabilistic approaches already receive wider support in HEP

        (see e.g. the separation of gluon-jets and quark-jets during their study and detection)

   --- ML applications became part of the usual routine protocol in data analyses,

        self-improving cycles are capable to increase the precision 

        (altough the request of CPU-time is enormous, it is limiting the applications)

   --- Generative model applications are widely adopted to explore mathematical

        principles in a data-driven manner: the identification and exploration of latent factors

        and their non-linear combination is in the focus of recent analysis to discover new

        knowledge element hiding behind the phenomenological descriptions;

   --- During the analyses of huge and complex datasets (including high-resolution pictures and 

        time evolution with small timesteps --- see e.g. multimessenger astrophysics) 

        the application of diffusion models, variational autoencoders, contrastive learning 

        methods could provide a spectrum of opportunities to integrate complex nonlinear 

        generative models with physical intuitions as inductive biases, and improve

        the interpretations and understanding of existing date  (see e.g. LSST mission). 

Cross-fertilization between different fields and disciplines could become very useful !



Useful Links:

HUN-REN Wigner Research Centre for Physics: 

https://wigner.hun-ren.hu/en/

      

14. GPU Days: Meeting on Massive Parallel Computing

     Date: 30-31 May 2024, Budapest, Hungary 

     https://gpuday.com/

6. HEPTECH AIME on AI/ML and Quantum Computing

      Date: 18-19 November 2024, Budapest, Hungary 

      5. AIME:  https://indico.wigner.hu/event/1523/

Wigner Datacenter at Wigner RCP

  https://wignerdc.wigner.hu/home
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